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THE HUNGRY STAIR CASE
In our old house
lived a circular staircase
that unwound like black ribbon
The rim of the hollow banister
gaped open in a frozen yawn
This is how I fed it lifesavers
and listened as they slid
so nicely down and down
to land
plunk in its empty stomach
the banister's end
At night the landing window
held a little girl
No maner how I begged
she just copied everything I did
and never stepped out from her glass
I wonder if she was jealous
that I was the one
who fed the staircase

Heather Renouf
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NOMADS
We remember,
through the pearly layers
of ambiguous ages,
the pumping
of the first furious hearts
who strained
with the first rhythms
of Life.
We call out
to the dinosaurs
with forgotten names
in our sleep.
We know
the Basis:
the Cycle
of births and deaths
and rebirths,
as energy flows
through our flesh
(like sand through sieves)
and is gone.
Our present bodies
arc like inherited tents,
passed to us
by our ancestry,
but temporary.
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We grasp onto each olher
wilh a primitive understanding,
Nomads
across time
and within our minds.
Like winter worms,
We regress
to the Center,
to Lhe Source,
for sustaining warmth.
We have old souls,
We are certain.

Patricia Roush
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LAST NIGHT
Last night
I invited my girlfriend over to David's house.
His parents are out of town
And Kim was coming over.
Kim and Dave went upstairs, but
Amy and I went for a walk.
The stars were out,
Unblemished by city lights.
We sat on the hood of my Toyota,
I pointed out the North Star.
She whirled in circles staring at the sky
Told me to catch her if she started to fall.
Giggling as she fell in my arms,
Her sweater was silk against my hands.

Duane Anderson
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GREAT AUNT SARA

The bank's long line snakes its way to us.
The soft brown ropes hold us all in,
single file.
We the last, stand behind a big burly black man.
Aunt Sara comes up to his belly-button.
His black skin radiates through her white hair
like night time sky through a snowflake.
Aunt Sara gives him a slight nudge
with her wooden cane.
Slowly he turns
his white teeth flash at us in a smile.
His dead black eyes show nothing,
concealing even his pupils.
Aunt Sara gives him a big yellow smile
"You volin' for Jackson?"
she asks.
The line grows before me.

MeganEpps
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THE NOSE HAT

BJack horses, tiny colored cars
Howery floats and red-nosed
big-toed clowns- CLUTIER
this street.
And a happy Gray Grandpa
aside this street,
wears a mouse's Hat,
upon his nose. -Pointy
with a tassle Jiggling on the end,
·
Brite red,
it glows.
A smile prevails
under his Hat,
when he asks
the White Clowns to come
shake hands.
With hands outstretched,
like beggars on this street
The children start giggling
and smiling.
And all the parents drink tea
Spiked with schnapps,
and the kids, they shudder
inside their coats and hats.
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Then Grandpa stands
Back ...
and takes off His Hat.
And I, his youngest grandchild
Look up at him ... Brown scarf, red-nose, pink-cheeks and all
"Now, you
Have ...
The family HaL"

Derek Beaumont
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CHILDHOOD

Blaring bell tens
of sun, freedom, and jumping rope.
On the sun-baked blacktop
six knees scraped and scabbed
form a circle.
Six equally grubby fists
shove into the center
like pins drawn to a magnet.
"Let me, let me,"
a voice whines.
"Oh, let her," I say.
"Fine, fine,"
mutters another.
"My mother
and your mother
were hanging up clothes,
and my mother punched
your mother right
in the nose."
The rhymer continues
as she slaps
the outstretched fists
in time with the words.
"What color did she bleed?"
She stops on the fist
with the charm bracelet.
Mine.
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My channs dance with happiness.
"Red," I answer.
"R-E-D"
"Okay, I'll jump
and you two tum."
"No fair, I turned last time," I say.
"Tough luck. What should we play?"
"Back -doors."
"No. Teddy bear, teddy bear."
"I want h"o t peppers."
Six familiar hands meet again.
"My mother and your mother
were han·ging up clothes ... "

Kim Izzard
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MOVING DAY

A moving truck in tl1e driveway,
Tables, chairs, and lamps scattered across the lawn.
Three large men carry furniture
While the driver drinks coffee and reads comics.
The movers' voices echo through my room
Its walls a light blue sea
Disturbed by several tack holes
And shadows where pictures and posters hung.
Furniture scuff marks on the floor.
My bed had rested under the window
Its etched patterns cast shadows.
The morning light would wake my brotller
Who turned seven last month.
A small cobweb hid in the comer;
Book shelves stood there full of memories:
An autographed world series baseball
A shop class race car
A league champs bowling trophy
Car books witll tom edges
A Japanese Pepsi can
From Laura's vacation.
An oak dresser had snuggled against the bed
Digital alarm clock radio on top
That never could wake me.
The mahogany clock,
A five week project in shop class,
Covered the hole in the wall.
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A crack remains above U1e door:
Momer sent me to my room that day.
me closet hides behind the door
a great vault of memories.
Old toys neaUy stacked on me floor:
A matchbox car collection
A grass-stained whiffle ball bat
Half-finished coloring books
A carton of broken crayons
A box of tinkertoys that built almost anything
A can of playdough speckled with green mold
A pale pink seashell
From Grandpa Joe's trip to Aorida.

I watch from my window
The mree men wake the driver
Who had fallen asleep while reading the sports section.
The movers lock the truck,
It is time to say goodbye.

John Giles
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early saturday afternoon
gusty breezes
through the kitchen screen door
blow back my hair.
it's dim outside,
but, brooding, i don't rise
to tum on the hanging lamp.
on the couch, mom groans
like an old woman climbing stairs;
i call to her quietly,
she blinks and looks away.
my little brother whimpers
coming in from fall rain;
i tum to say hello,
he flings his muddy shoes,
clumps of dirt fly into my face.
Dad wanders into the shadowed kitchen
to sneak a potato chip;
dazed, he returns without the soda
i asked for.
i gape at the umpteenth
math problem in this looming hour,
wondering if my zombie family
would notice me
dead
at the formica table.

Manpreet

K.

Bagga
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SUNNYDALE LANE

I recognize
Two cracks in the cement
That never quite met;
"Homcplate," I breathed.
Ten years
The kickball's been
A at.
First base still waves
Its red postal flag.
Jim winds up and releases
His lightning pitch.
The red sphere sails
Past third,
"Ghost on second!"
Jcn screamsShe struts to homeplate.
Brit, playing outfield
By Seltz's beige Pinto,
Tosses the ball into Jim's arms
And prepares
For defeat.

Sandra Loftus
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ATTACK OF THE HEART

Hey idiot! Stop your blubbering!
You will never feel the heat scald your veins.
Your children won't be hurled through Arabian-limed, steel doors.
Open sesame, clogged artery.
-Eyes seeking refuge behind gift shop magazines
Away from a human switchboard
Collecting data
No longer dispatched.
Pops? ...Daddy? ... Father?
Boy, quit crying!
You will not lie trapped between steel girders,
Aora delivered by some uncaring candystriper
Entombing your bed.
A shrine of past indulgences,
Taboos severed in the night
By the violent misuse of fork and knife.
No angels in street clothes
Will stand atop your stomach,
Feet disappearing in the roiJs of flesh
An opportune soapbox.
Brother, please don 't cry.
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You diligently pound the cinder rocks,
Plump shadow bobbing over the oily road
Shrinking gradually
As sins melt away.
Naturally, voluntarily.
Metamorphosis.
A madras-clad boy-man
Shrouded in morning's frosty halo
Sprinting from the legacy.
The affliction.
To Son.
From Dad.
Can't you see your fortification?
Fate is not inherited but unique.
Please,
Wipe away disrupting tears of sweat,
Not tears of stinging salt.

Katherine A. Kibbey
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IN THE PINE FOREST

I was content catching mosquitos
in the Autumn chill,
Trapping patiently
in my toasty sweater
while
Allison sat on a prickly pine log,
plump pink in her bikini.
She was the bait.

Melissa Petro
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WEDDING
Under a cathedral of trees
that lined Grayton street---a few rusty leaves left
clinging to the arc of branches-Supennan and Wonderwoman
were married.
Wonderwoman held a crushed
bouquet of marigolds
stolen from Mr. Fergusens's garden.
Supennan tied a blanket cape
around his neck.
Anns linked the two marched
sedately beneath the trees.
Supennan tripping only once
on his flowing cape.
A solemn priest,
holding mother's rosary and bible,
wed the couple.
The groom slipped a cracker jack
ring upon his bride's finger and
ended the ceremony with a quick peck.

Pamela Zoltowski
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RON'S RESTAURANT

The owners fired Ron,
Our manager, today.
I wonder why?
Was it his constant cold?
He reaiJy did try hard.
Every night he'd write
"Grill closed"
On the blackboard,
Because he couldn't spell
Restaurant.
All right, often no one placed
Silverware on the white paper napkins,
And sometimes
The bus boys ran slow,
Leaving the tables cluttered
With plates of chicken bones
And crumpled up paper.
But the dim light
Always revealed spotless formica counters.
Ron made sure
To greet his employees
With a cheerful
"How's everything going?"
While wiping his runny nose.
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He never forgot
To ask the customers
"How was the service?"
Allhough I'd hear
Them joke about his
Unlaced tennis shoes.
And if I made an overring
(Even two or three)
He assured me
"If you have no mistakes
It means you've done no work."
I guess he knew
As Ron left,
I told him how sorry I was,
And asked him
What he'd do now.
He wiped his nose
On his sleeve.
''I'm gonna go
Write R.E.S.T.A.U.R.A.N.T.
On my bedroom wall."

Ariana Levinson
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UNTITLED

don't say nothin'
he warned me
I didn't
ten years ago
I sit
every night
and watch the neon lights flicker
and bounce off the pavement
while outside
the city breathes
I order room-service
but never pay
someone else does
someone else who sits
every night
watching the neon lights flicker
and bounce into my face
"cheeseburger and a pepsi?"
the same boy every night
I don't tip him
I think maybe in the middle of the night
while I sleep
he tips me
my clothes smell like cheeseburger
even though I shower every week
and change my underwear twice daily
while the keyhole watches
watchers watching me
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sometimes I give them a show
I sit on the toilet
so the man below can watch my butt
or I spil in the sink
just to wet someone 's prying eyes
sometimes I get a feeling
early in the morning
so early that everyone is dead
they're gone
but I stay careful
I remember
don't say nothin'
he warned me
I don't

Joshua Keidan
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TEN STONE ROSES
We waltzed my obliged field canopied by the nail-like rays of Lhe sun
which gripped the edges of our world.
You held out your hands
and spread your fingers
like birds they scattered and dove.
The blood-flooded body screamed in agony
as your piercing fingers withdrew.
To the field dripped a slow sprinkle.
Ten
drops
fell
as ten holes burned.
From each hole sprouted a blood red rose
siblings to the sun.
Ten stone roses you handed me
chilled by the freeze of your hand.
one for Lhe times we spent together .
two for the times not
Lhree for the kisses you sowed on my skin
four for the kisses rot
Ten stone roses you granted me
and now I lay them rest
on the grave of our love
handed me by Lhe red red sun ' s bleeding chest.

Anna Junglas
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HAPPY AGAIN

The bombs drop like carefully aimed candy from little
hands over the balcony of a movie theatre;
And the bodies lie like ticker tape after a glorious
parade.
A young man squints his face in agony and looks as though
he has eaten something sour.
The insipid, grey smoke hovers omnisciently over the
war raked ruins.
The palm trees do backbends from the force of the helicopters that loft above;
And the grass flattens in ripples like waves out at sea.
All the dead are happy again and all the rest wish they
were.

C m·oline Sharrow
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KINDERGARTEN

Jonny ran home today.
He's six.
His mother welcomed him, smiling,
With wide spread arms, and tilted head.
She was proud.
Jonny carried a picture he'd drawn.
It was of his mother.
It didn't Jook like her,
More like a twig bearing fruit.
She hung the picture on the refrigerator.

Brian Kubicki
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ADA BEEF

Ada Beef Co., a good place, but nol for cows.
Ada Beef has a baseball diamond, a roof, a bunch of forts,
and bike jumps.
Ada Beef is riddled wilh places Lo lay patches, wheely, and
bum out on your bike.
And
places to launch my 80 pound body over quagmires of cow
crap.
Now
I don 'L have a dirt bike
and I don't go to Ada Beef anymore either.
But, Ada Beef still holds a special place in my heart.

Terry Walsworth
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GOING TO MONTE'S

My dad navigates
the wind highway
that straightens before
Clare County.
The roadside is all
dairy cows and fences,
with a solitary bam
to break the monotony.
The grey outline of the
Harrison Grain elevator
lumbers in morning sky.
The fields hall at the
railroad tracks that mark
the beginning of Harrison.
On the left the one story
Clare County building
stands proud! y next
to Ed's Tire and Gas.
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The banner strewn
overhead proclaims
Harrison's greatest accomplishment,
"Home of the 971h Clare County Fair"
Just one last curve,
Finally Lhe sign,
"MONTE'S FINE ITALIAN AND AMERICAN FOODS"

David DeAngelis
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MUSIC MAN

Old music man standing on the street comer
Slouching body propped upon a cane,
Your yellow weathered skin,
dull with age,
defies the sunlight.
Waiting.
You smile,
that of ajack-o-lantem,
exposing rotting teeth as yellow as buttercups.
Your dark deep set eyes,
hidden by thick spectacles,
show the pain in your heart like a picture window.
Your head, like a freshly polished coin,
allows the sun to shimmer upon the stretched skin.
Waiting, patiently waiting.
You stand there each day,
old battered tuba clutched to your concave chest,
with one wrinkled claw.
Quietly you whisper solemns of prayer,
Waiting, patiently waiting for your day to come.

Rachael Gauger
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FRIENDSHIP

This poem goes out to my friend Chris
Who lives a few blocks down the street
Standing like a statue in his room
Surveying the damage he has wrought
Whilst remodelling and demolishing his room
Then clearing a space in the middle of the mess
He sets out his enormous bass amplifier,
And pumping up the volume high
He plays Metallica to calm himself down
Whilst bringing the house down around.
Then he puts away his bass and clears his room
And with an impulsive thought, he takes out the car,
A car held together with rust alone,
And Chris goes out to pierce his ears
So I sit alone at home hoping it goes no further than this.

Mark Kershaw
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A BOTTLE AND EIGHT RHINOS

On the South Side of Chicago there are 8 aging rhinos
They dance clumsily to warm summer breezes
And play ice hockey on winter's frozen-over alleys.
Every Halloween they carve a pumpkin and eat the seed
And on Valentine's Day they exchange hugs.
When Easter comes around they assemble in their church;
They drink too much cheap wine New Year's Eve.
There is also a lonely boomerang-backed man living there,
In his hands glass old-faithfuls wrapped with drap paper sacks.
They don't amaze him anymore.
He's seen it all a dozen times.

MickDumke
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MUFFY BRILLOWITZ--DEBUT ANTE
ANTHROPOLOGIST
The man who perhaps best understands taking risks was the late, great
anthropologist Louis Leakey. Leakey is best known for sending young, inexperienced women to live in the jungle to live with hairy, semi-carnivorous simians
while he lounged at home sipping pina coladas. He chose women untrained in
anthropology because they had no preconceptions to color their observations.
The interns who took his risks for minimum wage before were all quite successful, but Leakey wanted to send another, even more naive in the ways of
anthropology. Finally, after months of searching, she was found at a sorority
fundraiser in New York.
She was a sophomore of no fixed major. They were impressed, even
charmed, by hertotal obtuseness. She didn't understand Leakey's projects, but she
thought they sounded "neat." Surely she was the perfect choice.
Muffy Brillowitz--debutante anthropologist.
They quickly won Muffy's enthusiasm by vastly exaggerating the number
of shopping malls in the tiny African country of Rwanda. They also warned her to
be prepared for wilderness survival. Diane Fossey (one of Leakey's former interns), for example, had had her appendix removed. Muffy settled for having her legs
waxed and a year's supply of bug spray. Muffy arrived at her small hut in Rwanda
and immediately charmed the locals with her generous misinterpretation of the currency exchange rate. Then she ·began her study oflhe gorilla society, recording observations in her log:
May 4- The gorillas are gentle, almost human-like in manner, but definitely not Beta material . Tomorrow, Pierre arrives to groom apes.
May 5- Apes look fab! Pierre shaved their bodies but left their facial hair.
They look like the Hudson Brothers! I could die.
May 8- When the foundation sent me here to study the gorilla "society,"
they were using the word pretty loosely. No parties, no dance clubs, no boutiques!
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May 16- National Geographic is sending a film crew at the end of July.
That gives me only ten weeks to write a script and rehearse.
May 19- Wardrobe arrives. They insist on trying a double Windsor knot!
Walking-erect lessons are going fine, but they slouch.
May 24- Apes' acting classes going slowly. Why are all would-be actors
always trying to imitate Brando?
June 24- My sorority sisters have flown in for a vacation. They were disappointed at the lack of beaches, but went ape for the apes--I told them they were
the USC football team. Big party tonight.
June 25- The party was a blast. The apes behaved like true frat brats. Dot
went for the one I call Craig.
July 25- We've abandoned our script and decided to do a music video. Perhaps a remake ofPeterGabriel's "Shock the Monkey." The film crew arrives tomorrow.
July 28- Disaster! The apes have formed an actors' union and walked off
the set. National Geographic has threatened to forget the whole thing and just shoot
another insect special.
August 1- National Geographic has cancelled the video and yanked my
funding. But I'm determined to dedicate my life to improving the lives and social
standing of these peaceful beasts.
September 1- Pemaps I have taken the wrong track, studying the gorillas
in this godforsaken place. Maybe I should move them to a more stimulating environment. My Manhattan loft has air conditioning and a decent shower. We leave
tomorrow.
September 18- The apes are doing marv here in New York. They are starring in their own theatrical event, Eating My Own Young, which opens off-Broadway on Friday.
October 5- Amazing! Eating has been getting rave reviews. Craig is the
hottest thing since Whoopi.
October 8- Disaster! Craig is arrested on stage. It turns out he actually
was eating his own young! Mayor Koch is calling for the death penalty.
October 9- Norman Mailer springs Craig in time for the big party tonight.
My sorority sisters will be there. What to wear?
Muffy went on to design and market the successful "Apes Take Manhattan" clothing line, highly acclaimed by fashion critics. She replaced those corny al-
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ligators with a better, more '80's status symbol--an ape's head. A few weeks after
the party, Craig's trial arrived. He was found not guilty, on the grounds of"instinctive behavior," and all charges were dropped. Several years later, the apes left the
SLates, but not until after having starred in eleven feature films, loved by critics as
much as The Color Purple. Returned Lo Africa, the apes went into early retirement
and lived happily ever after.

Brandon Napier
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.N IGHTTIME OVER THE DESERT
(There is a world I see, a world full of dreams. And
if I can find my way there, I won't cry at night
anymore. I'll dream, and maybe not of her. I'll
dream of goodness. I'll sleep ... )

"A bucketfull of starfish, warm rain, the long sleep
Deep dream, dream of now, now and forever good"
-Steve Kilbey

***
Dr. Paulsen had resigned himself to calls like this--little updates with the
parent. He hated them, but he knew they were necessary. "Well, Mrs. Blake," he
said to the phone's receiver. "I know that. I think instead that the problem is that
Richard has just never faced his sister's death."
"Why do you say that?" she asked into a phone receiver across town. "How
sure are you?"
"Very sure. Well ... for example, just look at his relationship with the
driver."
"They go back quite a way--"
"Yes, I know. But--"
"He believes in forgiveness, Dr. Paulsen. You see, he's been through
enough--it would destroy him to lose Ben's friendship."
"Carol, what your son believes in is avoiding his feelings. One day he's
going to have to face them."

***

The Lord forgiveth. That was the greatest lesson Rich thought he would
ever learn.
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Everyone has someone to lean on when they're young. Rich grew up with
two great friends. One was his blood brother, whose name was Ben. The other was
more BEN'S blood brother than Rich's--his name was Alex. They were so close,
people mistook them for siamese triplets. His mother, the super-matron, said quite
frequently : "Rich is going over to Ben's house AGAIN? But he just went YESTERDAY. "
He always went over to Ben's house--they never came to his. His big sister
would give them a hard time, calling them "little putzes" back when they didn't
know what she meant.
"Yeah," he tells people. "My sister was a pain in the ass, but at the moment
she happens to be dead. It was kind of tragic, I guess." She got hit by a drunk driver
one chilly night (see dick drink, see dick drive, see dick hit jane.) He forgave the
driver.
His sister believed in an eye for an eye, but he didn't. The Lord forgave-why couldn't he?
Actually, all he wanted to do those days was sleep. He dreamt of a better
world, but he didn't think it really existed .

•••
"I've been stricken with certain atavistic impulses."
"Huh?"
"He means he wants to boof her."
"Oh."
Rich turned back to Alex. "So. You're nuts about her."
"It would appear so."
He could hear Ben off in his comer going, "It would appear so." He paused
for a second, staring meaninglessly at a pipe going along the wall. Ben's basement
wasn't the most finished in the world. He said to Alex. "What do you mean, 'It
would appear so'? You mean she's willing to ... ?"
"To ... ?"
"To ... to. You know."
"Sex?"
Ben snorted to show he didn't believe a word of it.
"Yeah,"--and at the same time from Alex--"The word isn't going to kill
you."
"So is she?"
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From Ben: "Of course not."
From Alex: "What makes you think she isn't?"
"I don't know. It just seems unreal, you know?"
"I know," said Alex, and crossed his legs under him. "But it's true. I'm the
luckiest geek around."
"Yeah," he said. Ben was silent now. Rich picked up a dart and sailed it at
the dartboard; it missed and stuck in the wall. "Wanna go to a movie tonight?"
"I don't know."
Rich hadn't come over to talk to Alex all night. He leaned over to look at
Ben, who was sitting a bitoutofhiseyeshot. "Well, YOU'RE the strong, silent type
tonight. At least silent."
Being at a weird angle, he couldn't be sure, but he thought Ben just looked
away. At any rate, he didn't say anything, or even snort. Rich said: "What, is there
something wrong?"
Ben sighed. Kind of a, 'You're pissing the hell out of me' sigh. He said:
"Rich?"
It didn't occur to him that what Ben was going to say could be that earthshattering. He said, in a hillbilly drawl: "Yay-us."
Ben didn't say anything at first. Rich was bored and his mind started to
drift. The moon was visible behind the makeshift curtain Ben had up in the windows. It was full--one huge chalkmark dusted onto our sky. He almost said, "Look
at the moon; reminds me ofthe Mojave," which would have referred to this time the
year before, back when their friendship could've gone either way. The moon was
full, when they drove outside California a few hours after their junior prom. (Ben's
sister came as the "chaperone." That meant she got the most beer.) They drove to
the Mojave desert, carrying quite a bit of liquid refreshment, set on the intention of
becoming gravely inebriated.
They drove out into the middle of nowhere, and then spent hours just talking and drinking and laughing and drinking and walking around and drinking and
... well, you can get the picture.
They were happy; it was such a wonderful thing being out there in the chill
frosted desert with the wind blowing (and actually making that whistling sound you
only hear in movies) and the grasses swaying in their little bunches. Rich remembered staggering around and being so incredibly happy that he couldn't walk a
sraightline. He remembered he stumbled over to Ben--who panicked at first; Rich
probably looked like he was going to blow--and Rich said to him, "I love you."
Ben, who can hold beer much better than Rich, looked up with moonlight
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deifying his face, with calm and wisdom beyond his years, and said in a knowing
voice, "I know."
"Never forget it," he yelled drunkenly. He had just said a very serious thing,
but he wasn'ttaking it seriously. Ben knew he meant it though. (That's strange,
Rich thought in Ben's basement, I'd forgotten about that.)
Later that chilly night in the desert, Ben's sister met God.
"I AM THEW ALRUS!" she sang, and passed out on the desert floor. Rich
remembered staring at her while he was in a drunken haze--she was slurping the
ground like a baby. He had smiled in a paternal way, propped up on his sandstone
boulder.
Ben decided at that point to try his driving--it was because of a joke Alex
had made. He'd told Ben that his driving couldn't get any worse than it was when
he was sober.
... When the car started, Annie looked up at it circling about in a dust cloud.
Before she passed out again under the moon, she thought: "They're leaving me.
Those bastards are leaving me the fuck behind."

That night in the desert, Ben's sister met God ...

The curtain over the window rested a bit over, obscuring the view of the full
moon. He sighed heavily and shifted in his chair.
Ben exhaled heavily. "Rich?" he said, and left it hanging in the air for a
second.
Yeah? Rich repeated sarcastically in his head.
"Rich, I ... well, you know, I just can't handle you being in my house
anymore."
"What?"
"Rich, you heard what I said. I'm sorry--this is just too strange for me."
"You've got to be kidding. I mean--what, you've GOT to be kidding." Tell
him about the desert, he told himself. He's forgotten about the desert.
"I'm not kidding, Rich. I just can't handle you acting like nothing's wrong.
If you're trying to make me feel like shit for what I did, well you're doing a really
great job of it."
It hadn't sunk in yet. Rich was still arguing pretty rationally. "I'm not trying
to make ANYONE feel bad."
"Maybe not, but you're doing it anyway."
It was kind of sinking in. "Well GodDAMMIT, what do you exPEXT from
me? I'm trying to stay your friend!"
"And that's the PROBLEM, my FRIEND."
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Rich pushed himself up out of the chair. "GodDAMMIT!" He felt sick.
Something strange was happening to him; all of a sudden it felt like a
hundred thousand feelings were forcing their way up through his throat like a choking scream or suffocation. Bile was boiling into bubbles, bursting or rising up, he
could taste it, like chalk, like battery acid, like a chalky moon. There was no blood
in his head yet, and he was seeing flashing cubes in front of his eyes. Dizziness like
a cold heat burning and spreading bloated with brain fluid up along the back of his
neck.
"Rich ... " said Ben, who didn't see how dizzy he was.
Memories and thoughts, feelings charged upon him, pictures of dear Annie
his big sister ealing apples and crossing her legs as she talked to him, pictures of his
dear sister yelling at his mom and threatening to leave forever and never come back
and he buried the feeling and he never even dealt with it, I NEVER DEALT WITH
ANY OF IT, GODDAMMIT, AND JUST SO YOU WOULDN'T WORRY, JUST
BECAUSE I DIDN'T WANT TO BE YOUR LITTLE BROTHER, I WANTED
TO BE YOUR FRIEND-"Rich?" Alex sat bolt upright in his chair, thus showing his concern. "Rich,
sit down. I think you're really flipping out or something--"
"Rich? Sit down."
--AND WHAT DID HE DO? HE BROKE YOUR LEGS AND HE
CRUSHED YOU--I SAW YOU THAT MORNING--HE CRUSHED YOU, ALL
YOUR NECK INTO ITS MINERALS-Ben did get up--he touched him on the shoulder. Rich whirled around off
of Ben's touch and staggered backwards. It was a cool night, but he remembered
the sun, the sun beating them as they saw them zip the black bag up, coming through
Ben's window past the curtain baking him, roasting him, suffocating him.
"Rich, sit down."
He couldn't control his legs. They seemed to go up the steps a few feet in
front of him.
He burned. Because of running up, the heat was in his biggest veins, piercing hot. He could feel it--the heaviness--razor shards of metal slicing through him,
shooting up into his chest.
He smashed past the door, tried to avoid that feeling.
(" ...... Rich, sit down! ..... ") He had no thought.
The trip out there took a century.
"..... Rich! ..... RICH!"
He was out on Ben's lawn. The night was stifling hot.
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Night?
"LEAVE ME ALONE."
"Rich ... Rich ... Just ... Look ... Look,justopen youreyes."
He stayed shut, in a crouching fetal position on the lawn. The night air made
embryonic fluid around him.
" ... LISTEN TO ME." Ben planted a foot on the fetus and pushed Rich
over with it. Rich's eyes snapped open, sunlight stabbed through blue. He screeched
at the top of his lungs and punched into Ben.
Ben didn't move, but pushed him back down on the ground.
He still couldn't see, so he shut his eyes. (He could see with them closed
anyway.)
"You guys okay out here--"
"Go back inside," Ben said to Alex.
"Shut up," Rich said under his breath. "Shut up."
Ben said something, but Rich couldn't hear it behind the thunder of his blood
pumping. (Why am I doing this?--Don't think about it.) He tried to act unreachable.
Just thought. Chaotically. He imagined that next day in the Mojave.
He could feel the policemen walking up to him, through the crowd at the
police line. The hot shadow of burning gasoline. (Untranslatable thoughts.)
"Rich, snap out of it."
What a dumb thing to say.
But he cared.
"Why did you do it?" he asked him softly.
"Why did I, WHY DID I DO IT?!? WHAT DO YOU MEAN FUCKING
WHY DID I DO IT?!? YOU THINK I MEANT TO?!?"
"No ... No, look, 1--"
"JUST SHUT UP! God, why don't you think of something BETTER to
say?"
Rich opened his eyes and just stared at him, realized he hated him. He knew
it sounded bad--Ben was in a CAR CRASH for God's sake (and he caused it), but
Rich hated him anyway. And thinking it made the heat start to leave. It left in certain spots, and he could feel it lifting off.
He left his eyes open.
Thinking back, Rich was sure Ben had a really stupid expression on his face,
looking at Rich right then, but Rich was staring away.
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"What ... " he said. "... You're acting kinda strange."
"Bet those beers tasted good," he said, even though it sounded dumb. "At
least you won't do it again."
Ben must've been holding back his anger, like he was an adult talking to a
child or something, because he said softly, "WeU, we were gonna--" but stopped.
Rich looked up then, and he DID have a really stupid expression on his face.
"Just get the fuck away from me," he said, and waited, and then closed his
eyes again.
A breeze was on his right cheek. He remembered that. At that moment,
though, he couldn't remember what he was thinking.
A sigh.
He heard the screen door slam behind him.
He got up from where he was sitting and opened his eyes. Something in
him waxed incongruent when he saw that it was the middle of the night, not the middle of the day.
The house felt like a hot shadow behind him, and for a second it reminded
him of something. He thought of the two of them in there, making sure to exclude
him from their thoughts so one day he would feel bad.
He knelt down to the street and whispered to his dead sister, "The Lord left
us here on Earth to rot. That's the greatest lesson I'll ever learn."
And he started walking.
Civilization is the desert, he thought with his unconscious brain. Sister, you
left us here to rot.
He walked out of the suburbs, and eventually reached the city streets.
Streetlights passed above him. They looked like a tunnel, or like the stars over a
barren plain. (What do you do when you reach the end of the desert?) he thought.
(You come back to find that the world's given you up for dead.)
In front of him was an overgrown lawn covering a ruined lot. The dark was
blurred and empty, so he lay down on the earth and went to sleep. The nerves in his
body had melted into one calm entity, waiting for the day his body would die.
The night was cold--like the shimmering chill of the desert at night.
Deep dream, dream of now, now and forever good.

Ian Rastall
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OLDHOOLIE
We had a pool installed behind our house, kidney shaped, lined with navy
and white flowered vinyl, enclosed in a steel gate. The grounds were groomed in
the same careful fashion all the neighbors' yards were. Driving through the neighborhood was like entering Sears Utopia complete with station wagons, split-level
homes, Schwinn bikes, and Crayola green grass. No trees.
Mr. Hoolie, as he was known by aU the neighborhood kids, was a stout,
dark-haired, old man. Every evening he came home from work, tended to his garden, seldom spoke to anyone, never went out in the evening.
Our gang used to sit on the patio porch and argue:
"Who is Hoolie? Is that really his name?" Tim wondered.
"Why is he such a miser?" Carmen complained. "I know he still has my
double-dutch rope."
"Not to mention my baseballs," added Jeff, "so I hit his window instead of
the T-bat."
"What's his land, anyway, an orchard, a bam, a field, or what?" we aU
wondered. No one ever dared climb over the fence to ask him.
The neighborhood ladies came over for coffee each Wednesday after PTA
conferences. As soon as Hoolie's name was mentioned their gabby voices softened,
eyes darted furtively.
"That neighbor of yours is certainly a strange person!"
"I heard he can't keep up with his mortgage."
"How could he? He's a drunk!"
Mom would take the kettle off the fake marble counter, nodding in agreement, stirring cups of Chock Full 0' Nuts.
One day during my ninth summer, I found Timmy and Jeff out on the swings
licking popsicles of unknown origin.
"Where'd you get those?" I asked.
"Hoolie gave 'em to us," Jeff said rolling his eyes."
"Yeah, can you believe it?" added Tim.
"No way! Uh-uh!" I shook my head.
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"Uh-huh. He came right over here, leaned over the fence, and gave 'em to
us. He was even nice."
"Well, I wouldn'tlick 'em. I bet they're poisonous."
"You're just jealous."
I went inside, miffed. Could it really be true? I never did find out. Nor did
I see or hear much of Hoolie until the next July--one of those summers you couldn't
walk barefoot on our black tarred driveway without getting scorched.
The pool had turned algae-green. I suppose we'd neglected too long to clean
it properly.
The air cooled one afternoon as I sat outside. That's when I heard the shots.
BAM! BAM! firecracker sounds coming from Hoolie's yard. The old man stood
there, rifle slung over his shoulder, cursing the sky, the crows, the sun.
"A-a-ch! He's got a gun!"
In the door, up the stairs, two at a time, I rushed.
"Mommie! Hoolie's got a gun!"
Mom looked out back through her sheers.
"Oh, dear!" she said.
"What is that old man up to now? If it really is a gun he's holding, we'll
have to call the police."
Mom hurried downstairs, slipped on her Dr. Scholls, went out back. The
screen door swung wide as she stepped off the porch. I waited, then gingerly followed. She was already facing off with Hoolie on the other side of the fence.
"You shouldn't be using a gun in the neighborhood what with all the young
children around," Mom scolded.
"I want them damn things off my property. They're pickin' at my com,"
he rasped, yelling. "They're ruinin' my farm! My farm!"
"Listen, sir, we're going to have to call the police if you carry on this nonsense!" By now Mom was quivering.
They'd reached an impasse. Hoolie turned, picked up his gun and marched
to his door. Mom trembled against the fence.
At the dinner table that night, Dad laughed off the idea of Hoolie owning a
farm, not surprised at all that he'd gone as far as buying a gun.
When more shots were fired that July week, Hoolie got a visit from the
police.
Mom was indoors setting things up forTim Jr.'s August birthday party when
Mr. Hayes bounded into our yard. I was at the patio picnic table sipping Kool -Aid.
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"Hey, Maria, wherc's your mom?" he asked in his poke-you-in-the-ribs

"Inside."
He walked right in. Stage whispers wafted through the screen door.
"Hoolie was rushed to the hospital last night . . . someone will have to take
care of the arrangements. He's dead .. .. It was his third stroke."
Cleaning up party favors that evening, Mom looked worried.
Dad pulled in the driveway at six. Outside, clouds were turning grey, wind
was picking up.
"Hello," he boomed.
"Daddy," I yelled. "It's my tum to clean the bugs out of the pool."
"OK, Maria. Let me get changed."
I didn't wait. I flicked on the patio lights, walked out to the deck, opened
the gate, and grabbed the skimmer. The gate slammed shut. Swishing the skimmer,
I gathered brown leaves, nabbed insects, hummed a vague tune, dumped it on the
grass, turned to go in.
"Don't forget to check the filter," Dad called from the garage.
Reluctantly I crept over to the filter, crouched down, flipped open the lid.
A crow, beak agape, floated spread eagle on its back.

A moving van showed up on Hoolie's drive the next day. Mr. Hayes said
it was taking all of Hoolie's furniture to some place called an auction. Tim Jr.
stopped playing with his dinky cars for two minutes and looked on solemnly.
Dad's law firm handled Old Hoolie 's Last Will and Testament.
"Guess what, kids," Dad announced one night at supper.
"You kids have been left a small inheritance; it's sitting on the back porch."
"What?"
"It's sitting out on the back porch," Dad repeated. "But first clear the table."
We rinsed our plates and raced out the door to find the baseball that flew
through Hoolie 's window, a jump rope that Carmen thought she had lost and a large
cooler of cherry popsicles.

Marie Pryor
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THE MOUTH
"Look, Trista, here comes Mrs. Bertoni in her Porsche," I whispered, rolling my eyes. Trista, frightened we would get caught by The Mouth again, looked
at me sideways with a distressed smile. Mrs. Bertoni, our sixth-grade homeroom
teacher and unappointed instructor on "how to act rich, great, and make a fool of
yourself," stuck her head outthe window of her red, 911 Porsche, waved, and honked
her hom. "Red," I yelped, "I thought it was blue?''
Trista munnered, "It was. She got it redone, I guess. Please don't ask her
about--," but Mrs. Bertoni rushed to where we stood, waiting to invade Boneventure Roller Skating rink for our safety-squad party.
Out of breath, she snorted, "Are you girls excited about this? I've been
looking forward to it all week!" I thought you jogged, Superwoman? Out of hot air
already? She had balanced her four-foot, eleven-inch body on ten-inch pumps and
deliberately stuffed it into designer jeans and a trendy shirt.
"Like the car, girls?" she asked nonchalantly. "I just had that new cinnamon
coat put on. I got tired of the blue."
Trista and I stared at her Porsche, double-parked to avoid anyone putting a
dent in her "magnetic, male-mobile."
"Yeah, it looks great," we chimed like overzealous saleswomen. I leaned
over to Trista and mouthed, "I'll bet someone hits her car anyway."
Mrs. Bertoni blinked her tearing eye rapidly. "Are you okay? Is your eye
turning red?" I asked her.
"No, I'm fine. I think it's because these contacts are new. They're the sixth
pair I've gone through in the past two months."
"Probably all that eye make-up you have on," I mumbled under my breath.
"Did you say something, sweety?"
"Me? No, nothing," I assured her innocently, wondering how many tubes
of mascara she went through every week on each eye.
She ran her daggers through her bleached, grey-blond hair, pointed them at
Trista and me, and showed us the new solid gold Porsche symbol screwed into her
long pinky claw.
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"I thought this thing was just so cute. I had to have it. I mean a Porsche
symbol for a fingernail," she explained, pronouncing the "e" in Porsche, for effect.
Oh, you Italian baby, you.
When the doors finally opened, we hurried into the rink, but Mrs. Rondello continued, "Do you like my Guess jeans?"
"Your WHAT jeans?" Trista spat.
"My GUESS jeans, hon. Haven't you ever heard of them?"
"I guess we haven't," I answered, accentuating each word. Who cares what
jeans a forty-seven-year-old teacher wears?
"Well, I thought you'd be terribly impressed with them/' she added, disappointed. "They're the newest fad with the teenagers. I just bought my daughter,
Angelina, three pairs this weekend. They're rather expensive, but you know how it
is, her being in high school and all." You're not a teenager, Mrs. Bertoni. The way
you look in those jeans proves it.
"I guess I DON'T know how it is," Trista muttered, walking ahead of us.
I'm going to kill her for abandoning me with Mega Mouth.
"Is something wrong with Trista? She seems kind of irritated. Is she having
her period?" Mrs. Bertoni intimated. God, I'll become a nun if You get me out of
this, I promised. Weren't teachers supposed to get kids to stop talking?
I abandoned her at the skate rental-counter. Trista and I laced up our skates
as everyone passed us, joking, "Get caught by The Mouth again?" We skated around
the rink a couple of times and decided to request a song. On our way off the wood
floor, we caught Mrs. Bertoni flirting with two teenage guys, giggling and batting
her spiked eyelashes.
"That has got to be the sickest thing I've ever seen in my life," Trista
groaned.
"No way, that's the most hilarious thing I've ever seen," I laughed, running
into a bench and falling on my butt.
After we requested Michael Jackson's "Pretty Young Thing," the DJ asked
everyone to leave the rink for a skate race. To our horror, when he called the "thirteen and older" group, Mrs. Bertoni skated out to the floor with the teenage girls.
All the sixth-graders clumped together, snickering. Do you really th"nk you're sixteen, Mrs. Bertoni?
When the whistle blew for the two-lap race, the girls took off, vibrating the
floor with each push of their wheels. Until she hit the first bend, Mrs. Bertoni
surprisingly stayed with the girls. Suddenly, her legs flew out from under her, and
she hit the floor with a thud. The girls trailed her and laughed as they breezed by.
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When they finished the race, she slowly skated off the floor, a look of pain
and embarrassment showing through her fake tan. "Well, I gave it a try," she
managed.
Trista whispered, "I don't think I've ever seen her blush before. Have you?"
Knowingly, I answered, "No ... bl}t, mark ~y words, nothing phases The
Mouth. She'll be back."

AfanpreetK.Bagga
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WALKAWAY
I.Attitude Walk
Mom and Dad wouldn't let me sleep over at Nick's. It was Grandpa's
birthday, they said, so we all had to go out to eat. I sulked over dinner at the expensive restaurant. I made it known loud and clear that I wanted to be somewhere else.
Dad smiled and nodded while talking to Grandpa about the Bears and then
whispered in my ear without changing his expression.
"Wipe that look off your face or I'll take you on a walk."
In fear of one of those "attitude walks" with Dad, I tried to shape up, but I
kept thinking about playing Atari in Nick's basement. Dad took me on a walk after
I didn't eat my salad. They'd put the wrong kind of dressing on it.
"Young man, this is your grandfather's birthday. You're very lucky to have
a grandfather. You don't know how much I wish my grandfather and father were
still alive," he said. "Now go back there and enjoy yourself. If you're not pleasant
and we have to do this again, it will not be painless for you, do you understand?"
He didn't try to smile this time when he said it.
II.Booger Hike
It seemed that Dad never showed up on time. He was making me take piano
lessons "to gain some culture." I hated them and never practiced. Every Thursday
at 4:30 Dad would drop me off at the church and then drive home to work in his
study. I'd watch him drive away and then regretfully walk inside to the lesson. Once
I didn't go inside. I just messed around in the cemetery for a half hour pretending
there were ghosts.
But Dad never picked me up on time. Mom always had to take Gayle to
ballet on Thursdays, so I was stuck with Dad's rides. I'd wait ten minutes before I
started to walk each day.
One time he never showed up. I walked slowly in the slushy weather, kicking "car boogers" in the middle of the roads until they broke into pieces too small
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to boot, and then I found another and started over. It was almost three miles and an
hour later I stepped in the door at home. I heard Dad's study alive with the sound
of the electric typewriter.
"Oh, geez, I'm sorry, son!" he said when I burst into the basement room
whining. "You walked that whole way? I'm sorry."
He didn't seem sorry, just amused. When Mom came home five minutes
later he told me "It'll be our secret, okay?" I always wondered why.
III.Family Trek
In ninth grade one Sunday I wanted to watch the Cubs game at Nick's. It
was late summer, warm outside, the first weekend of the school year.
"We're going for a family hike this afternoon," Dad announced after church.
I explained that I had plans. "I know you do. We all do. We're going for a family
trek."
I detested his old broomstick--"My staff," he explained. He put on old, outof-style tennis shoes, dirty jeans, and a plain red t-shirt. He walked much faster than
the rest of us, even though he looked like he was going to die. His chubby face
bright red with perspiration; his red shirt soaked dark under his arms, at his belly
button, and up on his chest, just above his protruding gut.
I was embarrassed when we passed Mr. Harris, my new government teacher,
and his wife. I didn't want to hike, and I didn't like my Dad's presence most of all.
IV.Walk It Off
The doctor told Dad he had to drop 30 pounds and go on a low-fat, lowcholesterol diet because his heart wasn't in good condition. Dad took up walking
every morning after he went to the sporting goods store and bought a pair of good
walking shoes.
He always wanted Mom to go with him, but she never did. She'd have to
go to the office--too many clients demanding her time, she said. He'd chuckle and
then say the book was almost done. Then he'd tie his shoes and walk out the door.
I never saw him until after basketball practice at dinner time.
V. Use Your Feet
"Dad, are you going to get me a car?"
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"No, son. I thought we'd discussed this before."
"You said maybe."
"I did not. I said you don't need a car. This family, as a matter of fact,
doesn't even need both of the cars we already have. I think I'll sell mine. We 're
all going to start to walk more."
VI. Walk To The Answers
"I really feel good, Gina," he told my mom one night at dinner.
"Kids, did you realize your father has lost 35 pounds?"
"How's the book, Dad?" Gayle asked.
"I 'm stuck. I need to go for a few long walks and think about it."
VII .Hike In The Valley
The funeral procession moved slowly from the church to the cemetery.
Mom just sobbed and held Gayle. I took it in as if it would pass and I'd wake up
and have to go to the bathroom.
Reverend Smilts read something about "walking in the valley of the shadow
of death." I tried to imagine what the valley looked like, and whether or not Dad
had his walking shoes on.
VIII.Sitting On The Shelf
I entered the mall bookstore and searched the fiction shelves for the family name. His book was in stock. I felt proud and went back out to where my wife
and children waited to walk out to the car.

MickDumke
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CIRCLES OF SILENCE
"They call me mellow yellow." She looked at him with a disinterested, yet
calmly appraising glance. Nice eyes, great hair, but somehow, the yellow stripes
going down the backside of his black leather pants weren't a giant tum-on. She
winked, took a drag on her Marlboro (light) and asked if his name was Donovan.
"No, it's Silas. Have I seen you before?" God the guy was doubly cursed! First
those wretched pants and then the horrible, ghastly name. What the hell is a Silas?
"Death wish. I know. It's kinda awful. Most people call me Si." Thought they
called you mellow yellow, hon? She twisted her ankle in circles,leuing one beige,
suede, Italian sUp-on fall unheeded to the floor and wondered if she'd remembered
to feed the cat. "When I was little, I used to go down to those baseball jiggums and
play ball. Of course I had to be the pitcher and the catcher. And the bauer, come
to think of it. I had an isolated childhood. What about you?" She'd found the cat
behind a '59 Chevy in an abandoned parking lot. He had been so tiny and shivering. Helpless, like herself. She had tucked him in the folds of a new wool jacket
that itched like hell and smelled like shit. Yet she was positive he was simply pleased
to be out of the cold.
"I'm sure that I've seen you before. On a magazine cover. Vogue? No!
Cosmopolitan!" At least he hadn't said Playboy. She'd been the centerfold two
years ago before landing a job as a writer for Ms. Luckily, none of the ladies there
were into girlie magazines. She blew a ring of smoke at the ceiling. "Fascinating!
I don't smoke myself. But how amazing that you're able to do that! Let me tell
you, it took me tWo years to learn how to blow a bubble with gum." He had a wart
on his nose. Really gross and red. Like a call sign saying, "Hi, I'm nauseating so
don't bother talking to me." Yet she had bothered. She tossed short locks of curly
brown hair out of her face. "Lucky," her sister always told her. "You were born
with non-Jewish hair. So manageable and unfrizzed." "Did you know it takes most
people halfthe night to get to know each other? Not me, boy. Oh, no. I pitch myself
inrightaway. Butsubtly. Coolandcasual." "Mellow." "Yes!" Aneagerlightappeared in his eyes. The dove had spoken!
He had noticed her in one of his "mellow" endeavors to scope out the place.
Her green sloe-shaped eyes immediately glared at you. Hey, I'm beautiful. Besides
pink, unmasked, pouting lips, slightly parted as the tip of a delicate tongue came
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pecking out. Then he noticed how when she sat the beige sued miniskirt rode up
her lhighs, saddling his allention. Oh, yes. Such luscious thighs. Lighlly muscled,
blanketed in fish net tights wilh holes everywhere that tanned flesh liked to hang out
of. He was crazy. The gargantuan birthmark prohibited him from having any real
relationships. Unless lhe sex was done in the dark and he could slip out before the
realization of morning appeared, uncovering what he pointlessly hid with Maybelline and Revlon. "Are you wearing foundation?" "No! It's my natural skin tone.
It's a lustrous look, doncha think?" She nodded politely. Revlon shade #5. Weirdo babe, let's boogie. He was wearing more than her, and she hated the floury stuff!
Probably to cover that hideous wart. You're gelling nowhere, hon. Can we talk?
"I'd like to dance. Would you?" "Music," she frowned shaking her head, "Oh, it's
bogus, right? Awful stuff. Alllhey play, lhough, you know?" No, sweets, I don't.
She fiddled with her empty glass. An obvious sign lhe fool didn't catch. Why
bother? "Bartender, refill on my scotch, please." "Oh, stupid! My job, right? Sorry.
I don't do this often," he snickered.
She was thinking of lhe days when things were so much simpler. Peace,
love. Pick a guy out of the crowd, take him home. Hey! What are diseases but
communal? Silly fools lhesc and those days. Only now lhey're rambling on instead
of gelling it on. The drink came fast and she downed it just as quickly. One for the
road. Or just for the hell of it.
"You see what I'm saying. Life'sjust a big chain. Sooner or later, you run
out of links and the hardware store is closed. I mean what can you do?" She'd forgotten to put on lipstick. That's why she felt so naked! Or maybe it was the fact
that her bra was undone. "You ever watch those family shows? Leave It to Beaver,
The Brady Bunch, The Partridge Family? All depicting life so unrealistically. Obviously when it's lime to change you've got to rearrange everything. I was talking
about life, you know. I don't need some bended-knee bimbo to tell that to me," he
sneered. The colour of her lipstick was Tender-Blush pink. Picked up at a stand
next to a subway station. She had wiped il with a Puffs-plus before even attempting the shade on her hand. Communal diseases were not "happening" anymore.
"I just realized I don't know your name." She snapped her compact shut
and looked across lhe room. Definite signals coming from a husky blond. Wartless. Go for it, babe. She looked into Silas' eyes for the first time. He was looking
at her questioningly. "Cat," she smiled showing a small gap between her teeth. His
mouth fell open. So disillusioned! He rubbed the birthmark on his nose. She
sauntered over to the other side of lhe bar. She looked at the blond wilh a disinterested yet calmly appraising glance ..... .
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NO TRESPASSING- THAT MEANS YOU!
Gravel crunched benealh the rotating wheels of the blue mini-van as it
thundered into the driveway. Screeching to a halt, the tired brakes moaned in exhaustion. Stevie's mother jumped out from its interior and hurried to the passenger
side of the dusty vehicle. A gnarled hand extended itself to grip the frame of the
opened door as a pair of feeble legs swung around to rest lightly upon the bits of
rocks. Finally, leaning heavily upon the woman's slender shoulder, the intruder
stepped out into the scorching heat of the summer afternoon.
From atop his perch, couched within the foliage of the massive oak lining
the drive, Stevie viewed the scene below. Step by step, the elderly man shuffled
along the sidewalk leading to the entrance of the tiny blue house. Stevie leaned
precariously from an outstretched limb in order to view the man's retreating figure.
The door slammed shut and he dropped to the ground. His brown glasses
clung crookedly to his slightly turned out ears. Bleached hair was a mass of honey
traveling the circumference of his head. His narrow lips sputtered, rejecting the bitter taste of dirt from his fall. Bare knees skinned and slender limbs bronzed, he
wiped dirtied hands on plaid shorts and Lhen strode purposely into the house.
"Mom!" he called loudly. "What's Grandpa doing here?''
Diane turned away from her father-in-law seated in the high-backed chair
of the livingroom.
"He had a stroke, Stevie, and·now Zip's going to live with us for awhile."
"Where 's he going to sleep?" Stevie asked, his hands upon his hips. "Not
in my room!"
"No, not in your room," Diane placated her six-year-old son. "That's why
we bought this couch. A bed is hidden inside."
"He's sleeping in the livingroom?" Stevie asked increduously. "Where am
I gonna watch cartoons?"
"You'll manage," she replied as she walked past him and descended the
stairs leading to the walk-out basement.
Stevie glanced about curiously, viewing his grandfather's belongings. In
the hall closet, clothes, smelling of age, replaced family members' coats and as-
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sorted jackets in storage. On the shelf above, snapshots and scrapbooks made room
for baseball caps and moth-eaten scarves reserved for the winter months. While on
the floor rested heavy leather shoes, scuffed from the dragging motion of weakened
feet. A buffet within the dining-room, containing an assortment of clothes and personal items, further cramped the kitchen area and a basket full of pills joined the
family pharmacy on top of the refrigerator.
"Grandpa's taking up all of our space!" Stevie pouted. "Wait till I tell Kathy
and Jenny when they come home from college! They won'tlike it! I know it! This
house only holds seven people and one plus seven equals eight! Grandpa goes!"
Stevie then whirled suddenly about and faced his grandfather. Slowly he
circled the plush velvet chair like an animal stalking its prey, wrinkling his upturned
nose as the smell of Ben-Gay permeated its sensitive membranes." When again he
stood before him, golden eyes locked with the clouded gaze of watery brown. With
a long searching look, Stevie absorbed the haggard appearance of his grandfather
whom he hadn't seen for two months.
A thatch of charcoal-gray hair covered his head, objecting defiantly to the
stroking motions of a comb or brush. Heavy squared frames rested precariously
upon the tip of his sloped nose while colorless lips were drawn in due to the lack of
healthy teeth. This in tum created a permanent frown which drooped to his whiskered chin. Lines of stubbornness and hardships marred sagging cheeks and upon
closer inspection, relinquishing itself to skin cancer, was a portion of his right ear.
The chair seemed to swallow his slumped form whole as his hands clamped
in a steely grip like that of a poacher's trap. Unstable legs crossed to reveal an expanse of white skin, a pattern of veins and arteries upon its surface.
Stevie's traveling eyes ceased their piercing scrutiny and returned to those
of the unwelcome trespasser. Drawing nearer, he closed in tightly upon his nemesis.
The wrinkles of age encountered the smooth, unblemished planes of blissful youth.
Zip's eyes grew round with wonderment. The air sizzled with restrained emotions:
resenunent, anger and jealousy.
Now, almost nose to nose, Stevie gritted his teeth in what he hoped would
produce an intimidating expression as well as a harsh tone in his boyish voice.
Pausing deliberately after each pronounced word he grated,
"l...don't...like ...you!" He then stuck out his tongue and fled on nimble legs to his
bedroom in the back of the house.
Zip's face cracked into an impish grin as his narrow chest, a violent storm,
rumbled with deep laughter. To him the situation proved amusing, a variation from
his uneventful existence. Stevie's actions did not seem to foreshadow the gravity
of the events yet to come.
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"Stevie!" Diane called the next day from the livingroom window overlooking the lake. "Lunch is ready!"
Stevie scrambled from the sandbox near the patio just as droplets of rain
began to splatter the cement. During the cool morning, the clouds overhead were
grumpy old men, threatening to shower the earth with acid insults and complaints.
Stubbornly, they did not allow any light through to warm the trembling earth. He
ran up the hill to the front door and burst into the kitchen.
"What's for lunch?" he asked.
"Macaroni and cheese," his mother replied as the aroma filled the air.
"Good!" Stevie exclaimed. "Can I have some?"
"Sure," Diane answered, "but first I have to feed your Grandpa so you're
going to have to wait a few minutes. Don't worry. It won't be long."
Stevie pulled a chair out from the table, and angrily plopped onto it. Across
from him, at the head of the table, sat his grandfather. A brooding expression transformed his face at the moment a steaming plate arrived before his adversary.
"It isn't fair," he thought with eyebrows knitted. "I was here first. Why did
he have to come and live with us?"
They ate lunch in silence except for the slurping sounds of Zip drinking bitter coffee. When everyone finished, Stevie asked, "Mom, will you play a game with
me downstairs?"
"Sorry, honey," she apologized, lines of regret showing in her forehead.
"Someone has to watch Grandpa while your father's at work."
Stevie stomped loudly into the livingroom and catapulted his gangly body
into the cushion of the single chair.
"Stevie!" his mother drawled warningly.
"What!" he shot back insolently.
"Don't you dare talk to me that way, little boy!" Diane scolded angrily.
"Once more and you'll be in your room the rest of the day!"
"Don't you dare talk to me that way!" mimicked Stevie under his breath.
"What did you say," she asked, challenging Stevie to usurp her authority.
"Nothing," he muttered.
"Good," his mother retorted. "Now let Grandpa sit there. The Tiger game
is on and he wants to watch it."
Stevie slipped to the floor in front of the television as Zip shuffled to the
cobalt-blue upholstered chair. Grabbing each arm, he slowly began to ease himself
down into it as if it were a steamy bath. At the last possible moment, Stevie lunged
for the seat, just as the elderly man coaxed his creaking bones to bend and sit.
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"Help!" a muffled voice cried from beneath polyester pants. "Mom! Get
this fatso off of me!"
Diane bounded into the Jivingroom, in her haste, knocking over the wooden
chair she sat upon.
"Get up, Zip!" she ordered her father-in-law.
"What?" he asked bewildered and a lillie hard of hearing.
"Oh, damn!" she cursed as she pulled him off her screaming son. "Why did
you do that, Stevie?"
Stevie accused, "It was his fault! He didn't watch where he was going to
sit!"
"Don't give me that!" she scoffed. "Get to your room and don't come out
until I tell you to!"
Stevie grudgingly obeyed, at least for the time being, and walked sulkily
into his bedroom. His door slammed forcefully against stained mouldings, causing
the frame of the house to shake and window panes to rattle as if it were an earthquake.
Inside his domain, Stevie was a violent storm, causing destruction and
chaos. Ernie and Bert smashed ruthlessly against the papered walls. He shredded
coloring books in his rolltop desk and ripped the Sesame Street bedding from his
boxspring in the center of the room. He became Godzilla, crushing Legoland with
the treads ofG.I. Joe tennis shoes, while he subjected his innocent goldfish, Cobra,
to a frightening manmade whirlpool. The closet, brimming with clothes, toys, and
gadgets, was the only thing that survived the cyclone, but a second wind of fury soon
gutted it.
When the dust of destruction finally settled, Stevie lay exhausted upon the
cluttered floor.
Repeating over and over again, he exclaimed, "Why did he have to come?
Everything was fine until he came! Everyone had time for me! Why did he have
to ruin everything?"
Twisting his head, he spied a painted picture of a Western cowboy upon his
wall. It planted an evil seed in the fertile young soil of his mind as he quietly opened
the bedroom door. Into his parent's room he went, groping under the queen-sized
bed, reappearing moments later with the urgently sought object. Carefully he exited and began to stealthily walk the length of the hallway. Seeing that his mother
occupied herself in the kitchen, he continued to stalk his victim, rounding the chair
on which he sat in the livingroom;
The rain stopped after lunchtime and yellow shafts of light began to
penetrate the blanket of fluffy white clouds, illuminating the house once again.
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Stevie stood before his grandfather with legs apart and arms outstretched. In his
trembling hands he held the answer to his many problems.
Ribbons of sunshine struck the cold steel of the object, emphasizing its massive power. Stevie's smaU hands struggled with its weight, but held steady. Tiny
beads of sweat formed on his brow as he methodicaJJy raised the weapon to the
intruder's temple. A look of hesitation fleetingly appeared on his face when he
momentarily faltered, but was rapidly replaced by renewed determination. Click!
He cocked the metaJJic arm.
"Stick 'em up pardner!" he commanded and with two unsteady fingers he
released the trigger.
Bang! The gun fired and kicking like an angry mule, tossed Stevie to
crumple in a heap upon the floor.
The setting sun cast a kaleidoscope of color upon the closet door. Hues of
briJiiant yeUow, russet orange and brown filtered through the curtained window,
finally giving way to the fiery shade of red. A filmy darkness enveloped the bedroom
as a gentle breeze carried the haunting songs of crickets from the field outside.
Beneath the open window, Stevie Jay sprawled across his beige bedspread.
Stuffed animals on either side of him provided comfort. A navy blue and white afghan covered his knees and calves. He balled his fists tightly against his small chest
and squeezed his eyes shut, lengthy eyelashes lightly dusting his tanned cheeks. In
his bedroom, he pondered the inevitable. He was a prisoner awaiting trial and
punishment, his father the judge. Soon, the gavel would rise and the sentence be
handed down.
The door, covered with painted pictures of the Peanut's Gang, inched open,
allowing a shaft of light to fall upon Stevie's slender form. Penetrating his delicate
eyelids, he awoke to the sight of his mom and dad, towering overhead like massive
giants, in the doorjamb. They crept closer; Stevie cringed further.
"Make it quick," he thought. "I can't stand the pain!"
The bed creaked under the heavy weight of his father. Stevie's nose
twitched as the smell of cigar smoke entered his nostrils. Silence pierced the air.
The tension in the room increased like pressure in an expanding balloon, at any time
ready to explode. A raised hand slowly descended towards Stevie.
"This is it," he thought to himself as his eyes closed against the coming blow.
He waited an eternity, then suddenly he flinched. To his amazement,
however, it was not a crushing blow but a warm hand resting on his shoulder.
"Stevie," his father asked in a questioning tone, "I found this on Grandpa's
forehead . Do you know how it got there?"
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Mark, Stevie's father, revealed in his other hand a dart. It consisted of a
small suction cup attached to a grooved plastic slick. A toy gun utilized this sort of
ammunition.
"No, but I bet my ugly sister Julie did it," Stevie offered innocently, now
sitting against the simple headboard.
"Stevie," his father's voice rose slowly with warning.
"It's true!" he insisted vehemently.
"Stevie," his father uttered again, but more forcefully.
"Oh, all right!" exclaimed Stevie, "I did it!"
"Why, Stevie?" his father asked. "Why would you do a thing like this?
Didn't I tell you that you couldn't play with your gun until you learned not to shoot
people with it?"
"I don't know," Stevie muttered.
"There must have been a reason for what you did. You can tell me. I'll understand," consoled his father.
Stevie spat back jealously, "I don't want Grandpa here! Everyone pays attention to him and not to me! It isn't fair! He deserved it!"
"That's not true," his mother and father interjected.
"Yes it is, and you know it!" Stevie whimpered as he burst into tears.
His mother moved to embrace his shuddering frame while his father questioned, "Is that why you shot him? Because you're jealous?"
"Yes," Stevie sputtered.
"Do you feel better now that you did it?" he asked.
"Yes," Stevie responded.
"Listen, Stevie," his father commanded. "You have nothing to be jealous
of. After a few weeks, everything will be in order again. By then, Grandpa will be
recovered enough to take care of himself a little bit and we '11 be able to play with
you and take you anywhere that you want. It's just that everything's been rearranged
and we're trying to adjust to a new lifestyle. Understand?"
"Yes," Stevie answered.
"Now, little man, I'm going to need your help," Mark confessed. "Do you
think that you could watch Grandpa and keep him out of trouble while I'm at work?"
"Sure," Stevie agreed happily, excited at the prospect of responsibility and
a job of importance. His intense jealousy dissipated at the thought of taking charge
of his grandfather. He was now the boss; people looked up to him. A silly grin
spread acrosss his face.
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"That's great, Stevie! Just remember that we all love you," his mother announced, planting a salty kiss upon his brow. "Now let's go eat. Dinner is ready
and I'm starving!"
"Me too," Stevie shouted. "Come on, Grandpa! I'll help you fix your plate."

Amy Poniatowski
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THE TIME I ATE DOG FOOD
"Sally, you be the mommy. I'll be the daddy, and Joe, you be the family
dog," commanded my older brother Fred.
I always hate it when Fred wants to play house. It's the same thing every
time: Fred's the daddy, Sally's the mommy, and Joe's the disgusting dog that never
even gets to baric. I want to be the daddy once. I've got it! What if rdo something
that a real dog would do? Maybe they would want to do it next time since it's more
realistic than an eight-year-old mommy or daddy. I'm going to give it a try.
"Honey, I'm home. What's for dinner? asks Fred.
"We're having pork chops and applesauce," answers Sally.
Here's my big chance to get them. I'm going to be the best little dog and
dare them to do better.
"Ruff, ruff. Here's the paper," I say with my doglike eyes as Daddy takes
it out of my mouth and scratches me behind my ear. "RRRRR," I hate that most of
all. Oh, well, keep trying. "Here's your slippers, Master," I say wagging my pretend
tail. Once again, my ears get scratched. Now I'm getting hungry and bored but I
can't quit. I'm so close to getting out of this dumb position. I've got it! Spot, our
real dog, eats the same food every day so it can't be that bad. I guess I'll try a couple
of dog biscuits. First I have to smell them, like a real dog. "Sniff, sniff, sniff." Now
I have to do it. Close your eyes. Plug your nose. Chomp. Crunch. Mmmmm, this
isn't so bad. Just think, my teeth are getting clean, too! Yummy! I think I'll have
another.
"What are you doing!?!?" screams my brother Fred. "You aren't supposed
to cat those, you dumb dog. Bad dog!" he says as he hits me on the nose with a
rolled-up newspaper.
Now it's not a game any more. Nobody pops this pup on the nose without
paying. I'll bite him! No, I'll probably get rabies.
"Gmr," I growl at him. Whap. He hits me with the newspaper again. Just
like a dog, I growl even louder. Again he hits me. I'm really getting steamed. I
decide to change from a dog to a bull. Still down on my hands and knees, I begin
to scrape one paw into the dirt. "Snort, snort." I lean my weight back on my hind
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legs and thrust towards him, galloping faster and faster, building up a head of steam.
I leap into the air at him and drive my horns into his stomach - I don't really have
horns, but I imagine them.
"Mommmmmmmm," cries Fred as Sally laughs in the comer.
I then switch back to being a dog and start biting him on the arm. "Bad
dog," I say, "Here's bad dog for you."
"Mommmmmmmm," he screams again.
"Just a minute," my mother answers, "The mailman is here."
Something about the word "Mailman" sends a canine chill up and down my
spine. I imagine myself clinging by my teeth to the mailman's pantleg. What had
that dog food done to me?

Scott Cummins
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THE IMPORTANCE OF FOOD
"I'll be alone, dancin',
You know it, Baby,
Slow change
May pull us apart,
I'll bring us back
Together at heart ... "
-"Don't You (Forget About Me.)"
Simple Minds

When I lived with my grandmother, she took great pains to take care of my
every need. Every morning she'd fix me a bowl of the lumpiest, stick-to-your-ribs
hot cereal with fat juicy raisins warming inside of it, buttered toast doused with cinnamon and sugar, and a banana on the side, next to my calcium/magnesium pill and
my multi-vitamin. And every morning as I rose, like clockwork she'd present me
with a glass of the bitterest orange or grapefruit juice, to jumpstart my system.
I remember the day that she had to be at work an hour before I was to wake
up; my banana, toast, bowl of Total, glass of juice, and vitamin tablets were already
laid out on the table waiting for me, wrapped in cellophane. She had even had a
hearty lunch and dinner prepared then stored in little tupperware containers in the
refrigerator for my grandfather and me.
That night when she came home it was ncar midnight. I was still up doing
my homework when she walked into the bedroom.
"Oh, Jennifer," she sighed, "I haven't seen you all day--you must be
hungry!"
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They put me in the hospital because I had broken a promise--slipped back
into the halls of anorexia once again.
In my hospital gown, I sat by the window, looking out across the river,
watching the cars cross the bridge and then pull into the parking lot.
I wondered whether or not Toby would stop by after school to see me, and
also why the damn heater was blowing cold air. I watched the traffic for hours, searching the parking lot for his car.
My mother helped arrange my cousin's fiancee's bridal shower, even
though Mom didn't know her. I went with my mother that day to the basement of
the Parkman Congregational Church to help her set up, and couldn't help noticing
that the two food tables were altogether larger than the one table allotted for gifts.
"Mom, what are we going to-- do?" I had asked.
"Well, we'll probably have something to eat and then Debbie can open her
gifts and then ... " she trailed off, her mind obviously on something else. Maybe the
spinach dip needed a spoon.
"Then what?"
"Hmm? Oh, well, we'll probably eat again."
I remember looking at what my Aunt Jan had given Debbie: a homemade
wicker basket filled with kitchen utensils, and blue-checked napkins, spices, and little vials of imitation flavorings. The card attached read: Debbie, I am so looking
forward to our new relationship! I'm so happy to have you join our family .. Love,
your new "Mom," Jan.
One night when Mom wasn't home Dad was lying on the floor, watching
t.v. with my brothers. He looked up at me as I walked through the room, and said,
"Jen, why don't you go fix us a plate of 'munchies'?" MUNCHIES is a daddish
term, used around 7 o'clock at night, describing any form of junk food that provides
enough crunch to cure boredom; Freud would say it was the way Dad was raised
that made him mun~hy-hungry.
"Yeah, Jen," Jeff joined in, "go get us some chocolate chip cookies or something ... "
"Why don't you get off your ass and get them yourself!"
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Toby visited me every day at the hospital. He'd brought me magazines, and
cheery cards, and sometimes some food from outside, because I only ate minimally from my meal trays. He'd sit there with me and talk to me until I finished it. We
both knew I could finish, I was always hungry. I wouldn't throw it up, like I would
other things. I knew that if I did, even after he had left, it would somehow hurt his
feelings.
"You'd better stop doing this to yourself, Jenny!" he told me. "If you're
going to do this, I won't come over at all! You won't sec me."
That made me angry, and I was an old pro at converting anger into an appetite suppressant, just like that.
"I mean it, Jen, I won't!"
Oh, don't do that, I thought, then I'll really fade away.

I really hate the tea-party concept fat, old ladies I don't even know smoking their long, slender cigarettes, and pulling out photographs of their latest
grandchild. What's worse is when I'm related to them, don't know them and think
they're smelly and fat.
Just before I went into the hospital I was playing a little game with myself
called "See How Many Days I Can Go Without Food." It was quite a challenge. I
kept myself so busy keeping everyone else fed, that I actually got full watching other
people eat. It was four and a half days before anyone even noticed I hadn't eaten a
thing.
When I finally did break down and eat, I felt so guilty about breaking my
good record that I raced to the bathroom to get rid of it before any of it could digest.
I vomited till I tasted the bitterness of bile. My father was standing outside the door
when I came out.
"If you arc just going to waste your food, why do you eat it?"

I was six years old when my Aunt Nina graduated from high school. She,
my grandma, and the neighbors had created a glorious array of food for her gradua-
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tion party. I never understood why that much food was necessary, she was only
graduating from high school, not the Chicago School of Culinary Arts.
She had these weird little green cakes with dainty pink and yellow sugar
bows and flowers on them.
"What are those?" I pointed to one.
"Petite-Fours. Go tell Grandma we're going to need some more of them.
And keep your hands off of them!"
I learned that when it came to social gatherings, fellowship is in direct
proportion to a plate full of fried chicken, cocktail wieners, and fruited strawberry
jcll-o like a baby clings to a security blanket...
"Grammmmaa!" I hollered through the house, "Nina won't let me touch her
pinafores!"

On the ninth day at the hospital, Toby called me to say that there was no
way he could get out of work to come up and see me, but he really wanted to. I
could feel the conversion happening already.
"If you get better, I promise I'll come see you," he said.
"No, you won't," I bitched.
"You don't want to get better, do you? I care about you, why don't you care
about you? Don't you want to marry me any more?"
"You know I do, Toby," I felt like I was breaking at every joint, tearing in
every muscle when the tears came.
"Then why do you do this to yourself? You have such a beautiful body, this
isn't the way to keep it that way!"
"I know."
"Now stop crying ... Come on ... Listen to me, Jen--1 want you to put your
hand on your stomach ... "
"Do what?"
"Just do it, okay? I want you to think about what's going to happen when
you've got our baby growing inside you. You're not going to starve it, are you?"
"No," I sniffled.
"If you're gonna do that to our kid then I don't even want to have one--"
"NO, I told you! I'm not going to do that."
"And how do I know that, Jen?"
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"Because it's part of you, and I would never dream of hurting you!"
"Well, you'd better think about that because you obviously don't know how
much your being like this hurts me ..."

When the food came, my body ached and called me a real bitch for putting
it through such abuse. The food smelled so wonderful, so rich, so willing to nourish
my body. I wanted it, especially when all the tests they were giving me made me
feel like a goddamn lab rat. Too many people were poking around. Too many. I
reached into my nightstand and puUed out an antacid tablet to gnaw on.
Later on a nurse came to pick up my tray. I had never seen her on the floor
before.
"Aren't you hungry?" she asked.
"Starved," I said.

Something I could never agree with was the way manufacturers capitalized
on flavoring foods to taste like other foods. You can start with your taco and pizza
flavored tortilla chips, your Count Chocula Chocolate Flavored Cereal, and your
Hubba Bubba soda pop. Of course there are always the old watermelon Fun Fruits,
which really aren't even bits of fruit at all; they're fruit flavored fruit substitute.
My personal favorite is the cherry-cola flavored bubble gum. It starts with
the cherry-cola, which was regular cola until it was flavored with maraschino cherries, which once were normal cherries until they were soaked in maraschino liqueur,
which is supposed to taste like the juice of a marasca cherry.
If we simply eliminate the middle man, we can return to eating real foods
like cheese instead of "cheese flavored", chocolate instead of "chocolate coated",
and buller instead of "but~ery tasting."

As soon as Dr. Kelly and my mother left the room, a nurse came in with
some flowers and placed them by the window. The card read "Jenny, I love you,
get well soon and come home. Toby."
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The nurse pulled back the curtain, tugging it along the ceiling track. At least
everything looked the same. In the new open space I felt utterly exposed.
"If I would have known you were going to cry over them, I wouldn't have
brought them in," she said as she let the rail down and sat down beside me on the
bed.
"No, it's ... It's not just that."
"Oh, your test?"
I pretended not to hear her, but flinched when her icy fingers picked up my
wrist to examine my I.V.
"It happened to me, too."
"It did?" I choked.
"Yeah, but for different reasons. Hysterectomy to gel rid of cancer--"
I didn't really see how that was much different. AU along it was me playing the surgeon on myself by not eating.
"You can still adopt, you know. That's what my husband and I did."
I looked over at my flowers. Roses he had given me. She put the railing
back up, not even caring whether or not the delicate tubing ripped out of my arm.
She looked at her watch.
"Another hour and they'll be coming to do another bloodtest."
"More bloodwork?" I groaned, not moving my eyes from the deep scarlet
bouquet. So fresh, they hadn't even bloomed. I inhaled their perfume.
"Hemoglobin count. Doctor's orders."
I wondered how a rose might taste.
" .. .1 know," I sighed.

I stayed two weeks in the hospital, and then I decided I needed to get out.
Two weeks was enough. I got out by their rules, which meant eating, and putting
on weight. In more ways than one, I vowed never to return.
I wanted to go home, where I belonged, to Toby. There was so much we
needed to talk over.
Besides, I couldn't have stayed much longer in there: hospitals have such
shitty food.

Jennifer List
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THINGS BLOW UP
Even Monty Python gets tiresome after a while.
That's what Alan Raitt. said to himself as he sat on the ragged couch in his
sparsely-furnished living room . After three days of nothing but videotapes of Monty
Python's Flying Circus, British comedy starts to lose its charm. In fact, it starts to
really piss you off.
Episode after episode, the same stupid jokes, the same repetitive dieMs.
The knight in shining armor with a rubber chicken. The men dressed in drag. The
stupid animation, the stupid news anchormen, the stupid links, the stupid explosions ...
The explosions. Every single episode, something exploded. The penguin
on the TV set. The self-defense instructor teaching "how to defend yourself when
attacked with fresh fruit." The people, houses and cities in the "How Not To Be
Seen" sketch. In one episode, the "Mr. Neutron" episode, the whole world got blown
up. Alan didn't think it was funny. Not at all. He thought it was all too realistic.
"And now for something completely different," he said out loud. "Peace
and quiet." He pushed the "off' button on the VCR's remote control, then hurled it
out the winow -- neglecting to first open it. The sound of the shattering glass immediately made him regret it; it sounded like a shrill voice, scolding him for his willfulness.
"There you go again," he chided himself.. "Translating your anger into an
act of physical destruction. What would your mother say if she saw that?"
Of course, he knew the answer to that. The last time he talked to his mother
they had gone into it in detail. They hadn't started out talking about his destructive
behavior, actually, it was self-destructive behavior she was concerned about.
"Alan, honey," she had said with an affection that didn't ring true, "I'm worried about you. All you do is sit in your apartment drinking all day long. Why don't
you go out more?" Her voice over the phone sounded plaintive and whiny. He hated
that.
"Why should I go out? I've got everything I need right here."
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"But it's not healthy, sweetheart. You should find yourself a nice girl."
Great. That again. "Look, Mom, I've told you before I'm not interested
in finding 'a nice girl'. Besides, I can't leave my apartment." As soon as he said it
he knew it was a mistake.
"What do you mean, you can't leave your apartment?"
Don't ask me that, he thought. "It's too dangerous," he said.
"What do you mean, it's too dangerous?"
Goddammit, bitch, will you just leave me alone? "It's dangerous because
if I go outside, I might get mad at something, okay?".
"So why can't you get mad at something? It's not healthy to keep anger
bottled up inside. My analyst told me--"
"I don't care what your fucking analyst told you," he screamed. "There's
a difference, O.K.? You can get mad at something and not have to worry about the
consequences! You can get as pissed off as you want and it doesn't matter because
there's a difference! The difference is that when you get mad at something, it doesn't
fucking explode! When you get mad at somebody, you don't have to worry about
whether or not you might have just killed him! When you--" Suddenly he realized that his mother wasn't saying anything. Was it simply a stunned silen~e. or... ?
Oh, shit. "Mom? Mom! Oh no, Christ, Mom, I'm sorry, please, God, let
her be okay ... " There was no answer. He hung up and dialed 911. Fifteen minutes
later-- it seemed like forever-- he got a call back ..
"Mr. Raitt? Officer Galloway here. Your mother seems to have suffered a
stroke. The ambulance is taking her to the hospital right now. Would you like us
to come and take you to her, or-- " Alan hung up before the officer could finish.
He ran to his dictionary and looked up "stroke." .
stroke. -- n. lOb an attack of paralysis caused by injury to the brain when
a blood vessel ruptures or becomes blocked.
"Rupture." That meant an explosion. He had done it again.
Alan looked at the broken glass on the floor and thought about that night
when his world shattered. That was the final confirmation that told him he was too
evil to be aHowed out. He had known before that he was dangerous, but now it was
certain beyond any doubt.
He first began to suspect at a young age. When he was ten he found a copy
of The Anarchist's Cookbook in his older brother's room. He didn't know what an
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"anarchist" was; he thought it meant something like "gourmet," a word he had just
learned a few short days ago. He assumed that this cookbook had some great recipes
in it; after all, it was his brother's, and his brother was perfect. Everybody knew it.
Alan loved his brother so much that sometimes it hurt when people told him he
wasn't as good. What really hurt was that it was true. He wasn't as good, and he
knew it.
But here, now, was a chance to do something really great for his brother.
He would make one of his brother's favorite recipes for him. Wouldn't he be
surprised! He opened to a page at random and read it. It seemed like a weird kind
of recipe. Most of the ingredients were things he had in his chemistry set, and some
of the other stuff was in the kitchen. He assembled it all and followed the directions
as best as he could. Then he put it in his brother's room and waited for him to get
home from his date.
His brother came home, stinking drunk. "Hey, you little shit," he said,
"What the hell are you doing up? It's way past your bedtime. Boy, is Mom gonna
whip you when I tell her."
Alan's eyes grew wide. "Please, Dave, don't tell her!"
"Yeah, she's gonna beat the crap out of you. With a belt. I'd be shilling in
my pants if I were you."
"Come on, Dave. Hey,look, I made a present for you. It's in your room."
"Present? What could you give me that I would want? It's probably something you made yourself, or something dumb like that. Right?"
Alan was confused. He had never seen his brother this hostile before.
"Yes ... I mean no." His eyes filled with tears. "I mean, I made it myself, but it's
not dumb. You're really gonna like it. Honest you are." A note of pleading entered
his voice. Even as he said it, he knew it wasn't true.
"Oh, now you're crying. You total wimp. Hey, you know I never really
liked you? I just pretended to so you w·o uldn't cry. 'Cause I knew you were a
crybaby. And here you go again. Upset 'cause I don't want your stupid present."
"I am nota crybaby," he screamed, his tears belying his words. "And I don't
care whether you want my present or not. I hate you! I wish you were dead!" He
ran into his room, sobbing.
He listened for a while. He heard his brother walk into his own room and
close the door. He heard him say, "Jesus Chri --" Then he heard the explosion and
the breaking glass.
It wasn't until later that he pieced it all together. His brother had blown up
because Alan was mad at him. What else could it have been?
That was when the first cracks appeared in his world.
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Alan swept up the broken glass. That was a mistake, he said, throwing the
remote control through the window like that. He shouldn't have gotten angry. The
TV might have blown up, and then what would he do to kill the time?
Music hath channs to cool the savage breast, he thought. He picked up his
walkman and popped in Pink Aoyd 's The Wall. The excitement and energy of the
tape built and built, from "The Thin Ice" to "Another Brick In The Wall Part II" to
"Young Lust." As always, when he reached the apartment-destroying scene in "One
Of My Turns" he had to tum off the tape. He was afraid he'd get too deep into it
and blow up his apartment building.
"Okay. Music's out. Monty Python's out. What's left?" He drummed his
fingers against the couch. "Food. I'll order food, that's what I'll do!" He picked
up the phone and ordered a pizza. The voice on the other end said it would be there
in thirty minutes. Alan made sure that they got his address and order correct -- he
repeated inwice, and had the voice read it back to be sure. He didn't want to take
any chances. He knew how dangerous that could be.
It was his sixteenth birthday, the age his brother had been when he got blown
up. Alan remembered his youthful delusion about the cause of the accident. Of
course, he knew now that he didn't really cause the explosion. It was just a freak
accident--the wiring, or something. His parents never told him what the fire department said was the cause. But it certainly wasn't him. It was just his guilt feelings
mixed with his anger that made him believe that. He took a psych class; he knew
these things. He was more mature now.
Knowing was one thing. Feeling was something else. Try as he might, he
couldn't shake off the feeling of guilt.
His pare.nts were upstairs, talking about Dave. He knew that's what they
were talking about because his mom was crying, and she only cried when they talked
about Dave. Alan wasn't important enough to waste tears on. If only he could have
blown up instead of Dave. He could hear snatches of conversation if he listened
hard enough.
" --course you miss him, honey. I miss him, too. But you've got to stop
blaming Alan." That was Alan's father.
"But the fire department said-- " That was his mother.
"I know what they said about the cause of the accident. And I know the
chemicals were missing from Alan's chemistry set, and that we found that book in
his room. But--" the rest of the sentence was too quiet to make out. Alan strained,
and a few seconds later he heard his mother again.
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" --know I shouldn't, but I just can't help it. I can't forgive Alan for what
he's done."
"Well, for god's sake don't say anything to him about it. He still doesn't
know, and I hope he never finds out he's responsible for his brother's death."
The cracks in Alan's world widened and spread. The guilt came flooding
through them. It was true. He killed his brother simply by becoming angry.
His parents came downstairs and informed him that they were going out for
dinner-- without him. Alan nodded dumbly. They left him money to order pizza,
and left without looking back.
His mind awhirl, he ordered two smalls with green pepper.
Half an hour later, he got a call.
"Mr. Raitt? Romanik's pizza."
"Yes, I was wondering where you were. You're late, you know. That
means I get the pizza free."
"Well, actually, Mr. Raitt, it seems that the address you gave us doesn't
exist. You must have misspoke!l over the phone. So since it was your fault, the thirty-minute guarantee doesn't hold."
"What do you mean, I misspoke? Dammit, I told you 4827 Riverside, and
that's what it is!"
"No, Mr. Raitt, you said 4837. I have it written down right here."
"I don't care what you have written down! I know what I said!"
"Look, Mr. Raitt, rules are rules. You misspoke, and you'll have to accept
that."
"I did not misspeak! Listen, you jerk, you better get me my pizza here fast
or I'll have your head on a platter!" He slammed down the phone.
Twenty-five minutes later the doorbell rang. It was the pizza man.
"Mr. Raitt?" said the delivery boy. "Here are your two larges with pepperoni. That'll be $8.95."
All his anger and frustrations exploded inside him. "NO!" screamed Alan.
"Can't you assholes get anything right? It was two smalls with green pepper! God
damn it!" He slammed the door with all his strength in the delivery boy's face, accidentally breaking the window. He looked at the broken glass for a minute before
he marched to the phone. He dialed Romanik's. The line was out of service.
Off in the distance he heard sirens. He went to the window and looked out
over the city. Off in the distance -- in the direction of Romanik's Pizza-- he saw
flames crackling toward the sky.
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This time they got his order right, and on time, too. As he ate, he stared at
the broken glass in the dustpan. The light was reflecting off it in brilliant swirls of
color. It was like a million rainbows locked inside his room. It reminded him of
the stained glass in the church where his brother and mother had their funeral services. He reached out to touch it. The dark crimson of his blood made a striking
contrast with the soft colors in the glass. It was very pretty.
After eating he read the TV listings in the newspaper. (He never read anything but the "Lifestyle" sections and the comics. The news might make him angry.)
There was a political debate on CBS. He used to love politics. He followed world
affairs with a passion. But not anymore. It was too risky.
One night, furious over one political issue or another, he went to sleep and
had a nightmare. In the nightmare, he had gotten angry at President Reagan and
blew up the White House. The Pentagon, assuming it was an act of the Soviets,
launched all their missiles. The Soviets responded in kind, and the world got blown
up -- like in "Mr. Neutron." Alan woke up in a cold sweat. That was when he
decided he was too dangerous to roam around free. He was like a rabid dog -- you
never knew when he might go crazy and kill somebody. From that moment on, he
never left his apartment. He was too filthy to associate with decent people.
He noticed a strange sensation in his right hand and looked down to discover that he was squeezing a piece of the glass. He dabbed at the blood with a napkin and returned his attention to the TV.
The saccharine-sweetness of The Cosby Show made him want to retch. He
had to change the channel, or else he would get mad. The same was true of the artsyfartsy Days and Nights ofMolly Dodd. He caught, for a brief second, a news report,
and then quickly changed the channel before he could see what it was about. No
sense in taking chances. He finally turned off the TV altogether. He looked at the
blank picture tube for a while and thought about how different glass looked when it
wasn't broken.
He tried listening to a different tape on his walkman, but he had heard it all
before-- the same songs, over and over, were really starting to get on his nerves.
He flipped through his sparse collection of reading material --a few comic
books, a couple of science fiction magazines, and the Douglas Adams Hitchhiker's
Guide to the Galaxy novels. Hey, now. He used to love those books. Maybe they
would be safe.
He started to read it and couldn't get past the introduction. It was too silly;
what did this stuff have to do with real life? He couldn't understand why he had
ever liked it in the first place.
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He was growing desperate, now, for things to do. He didn't have the talent
to paint (although he found himself absent-mindedly doodling with the blood on his
hands), or write, or compose a piece of music. He didn't have the smarts to invent
something. He was worthless. He couldn't listen to music, or watch TV, or read.
He had ruled solitaire out long ago -- it was too frustrating when he lost.
Madly, he started to pull at his hair, smearing the red on his forehead. What
was he to do? He had to stay in this apartment for the rest of his life -- he had to
find something to occupy his time. What was he to do? What? What?
"AAAAAAARRRRRRGGGGHHHH!!!!" he screamed. He couldn 'ttake
it. What would be his salvation? How could he redeem himself! Was there to be
no absolution for his sins? No. No. There had to be a way out. There had to be.
And, of course, there was. Finally, he realized what it was that he really
hated the most of all. The one thing that he had always truly, truly despised more
than anything else in the world.
He went to the oven and turned on the gas. He stuck his head in it.
A few days later, the police, alerted by a neighbor who noticed the smell,
broke down the door. It made a spark.
The explosion could be seen for miles around.
The glass in his apartment windows fell to the ground below.

Michael Weiss
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STRESSED OUT
A One-Act Play
Scene I
The set is a simple representation of a living room in a quaint Midwestern
house, including a couch, a telephone, and other appropriate furniture. Simple setpieces are removed and added to create other locations throughout the course of
the play. Three doors on one side ofthe room lead to two bedrooms and a bathroom,
and a door on the opposite side leads to the garage.
At rise, David Rosenstein, an exceptionally thin boy with a haughty, sarcastic disposition, sits on the couch, earnestly paging through a Playboy. He is completely absorbed in it until he notices the audience, at which point he very quickly
stuffs the magazine under the cushion, embarrassed.
David: Oh, hi. I was just silting here watching a liule TV. (Pauses . Points
under cushion.) What, that? Oh, that's a Sports Illustrated. Just got the latest issue.
Yeah, there's a big article about Magic Johnson this month. Preuy cool. (Pauses.)
What? That girl on the cover? Uhhh ... It was the swimsuit issue. Yeah, I was just
catching up on the latest beach fashions. (Pauses.) You don't buy that, huh? Oh,
okay, fine ... It was a Playboy. What's the big deal? I suppose you'd expect a
teenager to be reading The Bible or Oliver Twist or something? (He stands up.)
Look, I'm not a pervert, I'm a healthy teenage boy. (Looks down at body.) A little
undernourished, but basically healthy. Anyway, if you lived with my mother, you'd
be into escapist literature, too. (Pauses.) Well, Mom gets personally involved in
things. In everything. Now I know there's nothing wrong with showing a little concern here and there. It's just that the word "concern" doesn't quite cover it. I don't
know where "concern" leaves off and "psychosis" starts, but Mom's got to be real
close to the line. I think the divorce might've made her head crack or something.
Wait a second, I'm gelling ahead of myself again. I don't remember it personally,
but Mom and Dad split when I was two. That was fifteen years ago and the start of
a great new hobby for my dad: wife-collecting. (Shakes his head in amusement/dis-
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gust.) Now he lives in Fort Lauderdale. He's a successful attorney. He makes upward of 300 thousand a year. He drives a Mercedes. He travels around the world,
owns two islands in Canada, and goes to lots of great parties. Mom lives in
Michigan. She's a secretary. She makes about20 thou. She drives a Chevy. I think
she's been to Florida a couple of times, maybe Chicago once or twice, and she turns
pale when someone even mentions a party. So who do I live with? If you knew my
luck, that'd be an easy one. You see, I was born to singlehandedly fulfill God's
sadistic entertainment needs. I don't know just what I did to offend the Big Guy,
but He doesn't seem to be telling up any about it. Maybe it's something my parents
did . Maybe they were just too different religiously. My Jewish dad is really agnostic and my mom is a Fundamentalist Christian. They have a kid and, bingo! He's
an instant martyr. I seriously think the God Mom believes in and the God Dad
doesn't believe in get together every now and then and play racquetball with my
life. (Ponders a moment.) Actually, I really shouldn't blame my problems on the
Holy Father, because most of them are my mother's fault. My mom and her stressors. I could tell some prclly hairy stories on that topic. For example, there's my
mom's health. Every other rrionth or so she becomes convinced that she has one
fatal or near-fatal disease or another. It can get preuy hectic. I remember once when
I was fifteen years old, fresh out of driver's training. It was one of those uneventful summer afternoons where you have nothing to do, and I was in my bedroom ...
(Retrieves magazine from under cushion.) ... reading Sports Illustrated. Mom was
in the bathroom with a Town & Country, so I figured she'd be off my back for at
least a half hour. (Starts moving to bedroom.) It was about six o'clock and .. . well,
I'll let you see for yourself. (Opens the door to his room and steps in halfway.) It
started somthing like this. Cover your ears. (Shuts his door behind him.)

Scene II
(A high-pitched shriek pierces through the theatre from within the
bathroom.)
Mother: (From inside bathroom.) Oh, my God!! I'm bleeding!!!

(Lights up on David emerging from his bedroom .)
David: Why me?
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(Mother bursts into the living room from the bathroom in a blur. She is a
pale woman with a domineering manner. When she enters, it immediately becomes
clear what David was talking about when he spoke of excessive concern. Anxiety
and mortal terror radiate from her like electricity. She is a virtually incoherent
jumble of nerves.)
Mother: Oh, my God! I went to the bathroom and it was all red. I'm bleeding internally! I could die any minute!!
David: What are you talking about?
Mother: (As if talking to a small child.) Don't you understand? It happened to your grandfather when he was in his forties. He started bleeding inside
and they had to freeze his stomach. It's very dangerous and very deadly. Now, for
God's sake, help me!!
David: What do you want me to do? I don't know too much about stomach
freezing.
Mother: Quickly get the car keys. You're going to drive me to the hospital right away.
David: I don't know, Mom. I just got my permit...
Mother: (Interrupting.) That doesn't matter. Hurry up. I'll call the hospital. You go get your schoolwork. We might be there a while. (Mom picks up the
phone and dials 911 while David stares at her in disbelief She motions violently
for him to go to his room.)
David: (To audience.) Every other month, never fail. (Shakes his head
and goes to his room.)
Mother: Hello ... yes ... Emergency Room at Blockwood Hospital, quickly!! (Pause.) Hello, this is Kathryn, K.A.T.H.R.Y .N., Rosenstein,
R.O.S.E.N.S.T.E.I.N. I just went to the bathroom and it was all red. I'm bleeding
internally. (Pause.) Yes, of course I'm sure. My doctor is Dr. Mauer, M.A.U.E.R.
Yes ... My son will drive me there immediately, I'm in such pain.
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David: (Returning from his room with a paperback novel and moving to
grab the car keys from the table.) Okay, Mom. I'm ready.
out!!

Mother: Hurry, get into the car! It feels like my insides are about to come

(David exits into the garage while Mother grabs her purse and coat. She
quickly checks her hair in the mirror before grimacing in pain and hurrying out to
the car. There is a quick blackout. Sound of a car engine starting. Lights back up
on David and his mother in the downstage area, which has become the front seat of
the family car. David is driving with a look of intense concentration on his face .
Mother continues to grimace in pain.)
Mother: Hurry! Go faster! It feels like my insides are falling out. (Pause.)
Why are you slowing down? Go faster! Don't you care about me???
David: Mom, that's a red light. In fact, it's two red lights in a row.
Mother: Well, run them. I have to get to the hospital.
David: I can't run two red lights. I'll kill both of us, for God's sake. Just
hold on. They'll tum green in a second.
Mother: I can't believe this! I'm dying and you're worried about running
a red light. I 'm so glad you care about me.
David: I'm sorry, Mom. I'm not going to kill myself and ruin my chances
of ever leaving home. (Pause.) There, see? It changed and we didn't lose too much
time.
Mother: Go faster! Oh, it hurts so bad!!
David: (Grips the steering wheel tighter and tenses.) Alright, Mother. Just
remember, it's your fault ifl lose my license and never get to date.
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Mother: I can't believe that I'm dying so soon. I was always so careful.

(Pau.Se. Big groan, which David shudders at.) Oh, it hurts so bad! If I relax for

even a second, my insides are going to come squeezing out.

David: (To audience.) Mom's had some pretty annoying health problems
before, but this is just plain disgusting.
Mother: They don't even know how to cure it. They just freeze your
stomach..... YOU'RE SLOWING DOWN AGAIN!!!
David: Mom, that's a red light. You are supposed to stop at a red light.
Mother: Run it.
David: But...
Mother: RUN THE DAMN LIGHT NOW!!!
David: Okay. (Honks the horn and floors the engine. A moment of ten-

sion as he takes the light, expecting to be crashed into at any moment. Then, after
a second, he looks around and realizes that he is still in one piece.) Hey! I did it!!
I ran my first red light. This is cool. (He assumes a more confident position behind
the wheel and proceeds to drive much faster.)
Mother: Why are you going so fast? You shouldn't be driving like this.
David: Hey, you're dying, right? You said you were dying. Besides, this
is a lot of fun.
Mother: Please slow down! (Looks forward and gasps.) Oh, my God,
that's a red light!!!
David: (Grinning and leaning forward.) Yep.
Mother: PLEASE SLOW DOWN. AHHHH!!!
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(Sound of horns honking and brakes squealing as David plows through the
intersection.)
David: (Turns around to Look back at the light and chuckles evilly.) This
is great. Mom, you should bleed more often.
Mother: (Groaning again.) This is horrible! My son is going to kill me
before I even get to the hospital! Oh, God!
David: (Pulling into parking lot.) Relax, Mom. We're here, safe and
sound. (Pulls into a parking space and stops car.) Now let's get you to a room.
(Blackout. Hectic hospital sounds, including a bed being rolled down a hall
and a door slamming shut. Spotlight up on David.)
David: I don't know if you've ever seen someone get their stomach
pumped ... (Sound of said process occurring loudly.) ...But it isn't a pretty sight.
Still, it sure beat the rest of the evening. It seems like we were in that hospital room
forever, Mom twisting in the throes of agony, inching closer and closer to death's
door, me reading my book. Or at least trying to.
(Lights up on downstage area, now Mother's hospital room. Mother is lying
in the bed. David sits close by in a chair, reading his book. Mother is apparently
in great pain and she groans from time to time. David is obviously upset, and he is
ignoring her.)
Mother: (Weakly.) David?
David: (Looks up.) What?
Mother: I want to tell you something.. . (David goes back to reading.)
David, are you listening?
David: (Looks back up. His patience is wearing thin.) What do you want?
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Mother: I don't want you to be upset, but... (Pause.) David, if I die, I want
you to go live with Grandma and Grandpa.
David: What are you talking about? You're not going to die.
Mother: There is a possibility. I know what happens when you bleed internally. There is no cure for it. All the doctor can do is freeze your stomach and
hope. Now I want you to promise me that if I die you will live with your
grandparents.
David: First of all, you are not going to die, and secondly, I'm not going
to promise you anything.
Mother: You're going to live with your father, aren't you? (David looks
away from her and smiles to himself.) Oh, no! Oh, God, no!!!
David: Oh, Mom, give me a break. He's my father. Of course I would
live with him. However, that's totally irrelevant due to the fact that you're not going
to die, so just drop it.
Mother: I can't believe that you would do this to me. How can you be so ...
(She is interrupted by the sudden entrance of Grandmother. It is apparent
that many of David's mother's physical and emotional traits may be hereditary.
Grandma is frantic with concern.)
Grandma: Oh, my God! Kathryn!
Mother: (Relieved to see her.) Mother!
Grandma: (Runs to her side to comfort her.) Oh, Kathryn, arc you alright?
Don't you worry about a thing. We'll get you the best help money can buy. We'll
take out a loan and fly someone in from out of the country if you need it. Just, please,
don't worry ...
David: (Interrupting .) Calm down, Grandma. Mom's going to be fine.
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Mother: I wish you would stop saying that, David. I told you what internal bleeding means. Oh, Mom, it hurts so bad, and David won't even promise me
that he'll go and live with you and Dad if I die.
Grandma: Well, of course he'll live with us. Why, the life that his father
leads, with his three ex-wives and all his parties and traveling ... it would be just horrible on our linle David.
David: (Shaking his head.) Mom isn't going to die, so there's no reason
to talk about this.
Grandma: Why, of course she isn't. But, you know, there is always the
possibility because when your grandfather's stomach was bleeding all they could
do was fre ....

(She is interrupted by the entrance of Doctor Mauer.)
Doctor: Hello, Kathryn. How are you feeling?
Mother: Oh, God! It hurts so bad, Doctor! When are you going to freeze
my stomach?
Doctor: (Taken aback.) Please, Kathryn. I just got here and I have to check
on a few things before I examine you. Are you feeling okay?
Mother: What are you saying? I know what it means when you're bleeding internally. They have to freeze ...

feeling?

Doctor: Shhh. Just let me check on a couple of things first How are you

Mother: (Spontaneously.) Okay. (Remembers her pain and starts groaning.) But it hurts so bad!!!
Doctor: Okay, take it easy. I'll be back in a minute. (He exits.)
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Mother: (To Grandma.) What kind of a doctor is he? Doesn't he know
that when someone's bleeding internally you have to freeze their stomach? I know
that, why doesn't he? He's going to kill me!!!
Grandma: We'll just have to get another doctor and that's all there is to
it. This one is obviously a quack who doesn't know what he's doing. Why, everyone
knows that in a case of internal bleeding you must freeze ...
David: Will you two stop it? I have had about enough of this stomach
freezing business! I'm sure that Dr. Mauer knows what he's doing, so quit talking
about it.
Mother: Oh, where did I go wrong with him, Mother? He doesn't know
the first thing about internal bleeding or stomach freezing ... (David buries his head
in his hands) ... and yet he still insists that quack knows what he is doing. What am
I going to do?
Grandma: I don't know, Kathryn. I'm sure that...
(Enter Doctor Mauer with a pad of paper.)

Doctor: Well, Kathryn, I think that you are going to be okay. I checked
the contents of your stomach and I didn't see any blood at all. Could you tell me
what you had for lunch today?
Mother: How can you say that I'm going to be okay? I know what happens when ...
Doctor: Please, Kathryn. Just tell me what you had for lunch today.

mind!!!

Mother: 1... 1... I can't remember! Oh, this is terrible! I'm losing my

Doctor: (Interrupting.) David, could you help?
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David: Sure. (Thinks .) We had pepperoni sandwiches on white bread,
pickles, and chips.
Doctor: Okay. (Writes something down.) How about last night's dinner?
David: Let's see ... for dinner we had ... steak, potatoes, and ... let's see... oh,
yeah, beets.
Doctor: Well, there you go.
David: What?
Doctor: I've looked at the contents of Kathryn's stomach, and there is no
blood in it whatsoever. It must have been the beets. Sometimes they have a reddening effect on a person's excretions.
David: Wait a minute. I almost got killed driving here because my mom
had a reaction to some beets? BEETS?????
Doctor: (Writing on his pad.) Yes, that's right.
Grandma: Thank God you're going to be alright. We have no money and
there is no way we could have afforded another doctor.
Mother: You mean that I'm not bleeding and that I'm going to be okay?
Doctor: Yes, it looks that way.
David: God job, Mom. You're going to owe a lot of money on this stunt.
Mother: It wasn't my fault. Everybody knows that if your excrements arc
red, you arc bleeding internally and they have to freeze ...
Everybody Except Mother: WE KNOW!!!
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